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Abstract
Die Vermittlung von Angebot und Nachfrage auf dem Beschaffungsmarkt des
öffentlichen Sektors der Schweiz wird über die online Plattform Simap.ch abgewickelt. Die Plattform bietet den Anbietern schlichte Filter- und Suchmechanismen, um unter neuen Ausschreibungen für sie interessante Projekte
zu finden. Die triviale Suche gilt aus verschiedenen Gründen als unzuverlässig und verlangt von den Anbietern unter Mehraufwand einen Grossteil der
neuen Angebote zu durchsuchen. Diese Masterarbeit bietet Anbietern eine
neue Herangehensweise, interessante Angebote zu finden. Mit modernen
Machine Learning Techniken werden aus historischen Beschaffungsdaten
Informationen gewonnen, um das Interesse von Anbietern an neue Ausschreibungen vorherzusagen. Die entwickelte Anwendung ist in der Lage, für
Anbieter mit genügend Beschaffungsdaten, neue Ausschreibungen entsprechend zu klassifizieren.
Supply and demand on the Swiss procurement market of public entities are
handled by the online platform Simap.ch. The intermediary only offers limited
search and filtering possibilities to bidding parties to browse upcoming projects. This introduces an unnecessary workload in order to avoid risking overlooking new potential business deals. This thesis offers a new approach for
bidders to find interesting procurement offers. It is achieved by learning from
a bidder’s past procurement data and recommending new projects based on
information gained with contemporary machine learning tools.
Keywords: simap, public tendering, procurement data, machine learning, ensemble tree, classification, recommendation, prediction
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1. Introduction
Errors using inadequate data are much less than those using no data at all.
-

Charles Babbage

1.1 The Swiss Procurement Landscape
Over the last four years, public sector entities in Switzerland spent an annual
average of over twelve billion Swiss Francs for publicly tendered services.
Over eleven thousand bidders (tenderers) compete over service offers from
almost four thousand different contractors (principals) (Research Center for
Digital Sustainability at the Institute of Computer Science at the University of
Bern, 2019). These numbers show that the market for public procurement
has a substantial business impact on many Swiss companies that offer their
goods and services in exchange for taxpayer money.
According to Swiss law for procurement within the public sector, any contract
exceeding the value of 230’000 Swiss Francs is required to enter the public
bidding process (Bundesrat und Bundesverwaltung, 2017). This process is
called open tendering. Open tendering follows WTO agreements with the
goal of increasing transparency within the procurement process. It provides
an equal chance to new and smaller participants as well as large and established businesses to receive a tendered award from public-sector institutions.
Transparency and a fair marketplace for public contracts outweigh the efforts
of publishing invitations to tender, searching for new offers or the examining
of applications.
To reduce the publication and search overhead in Switzerland, tenders are
initiated via a central electronic platform where public sector entities invite
businesses to participate in a bidding process. Switzerland uses the official
electronic platform Système d’information sur les marchés publics en Swiss;
Simap for short. Simap lists all procurements by the public sector in detail. It
is administered by the simap.ch association “for the sake of supporting transparent contract award procedures and effective competition” (simap.ch,
2016). The member base of Simap consists of the Swiss federal government
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and all Swiss cantons. The association is not profit oriented and is mainly financed through membership fees.
The Simap electronic platform itself is updated daily with new and ongoing
tenders. It is merely a publishing interface and rather limited in its offers of
supplementary services beyond its mandate. There is no kind of market
analysis or extensive tender match-making. The data is solely presented on
the web through HTML files or it is accessible via a SOAP API in a slightly
more structured format. The data is most likely to be presented in the current
form for the foreseeable future, because the so called simap2019 project has
been cancelled (Gamma & Anz, 2019). The project was supposed to replace
the current version by Mai 2019 with a completely new version. But since the
non-profit association is expected to limit their service offerings to the necessities of the mandate, there are no high expectations of a reinvention of the
mandate, once the old website would be decommissioned and exchanged for
a newer model. A new project would most likely keep its focus on providing
basic functionality for both market sides to bring together supply and demand.
Although it is the focus of Simap, even this main functionality of the site is
limited at present. Simap offers both a keyword and a filtered search and allows bidders to subscribe for notifications about new offers within a range of
procurement topics. With the tools at hand, bidders are able to find new contracts, but the search imposes further efforts: since new tender topics are labelled by the contractor, it is upon them to choose and include labels that are
as descriptive of their required services as possible. Bidders that do not want
to miss out on any interesting tenders are more likely to subscribe to a wide
range of topics and thus increase their collection of offers that require review.
They might even examine all new incoming offers. Each project from the collection has to be given a manual review that binds valuable time of their employees.
Contractors, on the other hand, might miss out on well-fitting tenderers if information about new offers do not reach the full market. They are required to
release enough information about a project and present it in a way that the
appropriate bidders will notice the project on the platform. These examples of
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the limits of the current intermediation process show that there is room for
improvement.

1.2 Problem Description
The bidder either relies on keyword
and full text searches or a limited subscription to notifications to find interesting procurement offers. The following
illustrative example is intended to highlight the shortcomings of the current
matchup process in more detail.
One possible procedure of a bidder
looking for currently active invitations
to tender starts by visiting the online
platform of simap.ch. The website offers several points of entry to find and
explore published projects with their
associated tenders. The left side of the
homepage holds the publication categories construction order, service, delivery or competitions. It is also possible to filter projects via geographical
location or curatorial origin. Upon selecting a choice, the website loads the
matching documents. This multilevel
Figure 1: Side menu entry point of
simap.ch (simap.ch, 2019a)

categorization helps the user quickly
navigate and explore available pro-

curement projects.
This approach, however, rather serves users with a more general interest in
the procurement topic. It might be of interest for some local firms, for example in construction, to find projects within proximity, but lots of business within
Switzerland will probably not limit their search by regional exclusion. Since
there are usually a few hundred ongoing public tenders, this search approach
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is unfeasible for a business agent looking for potential project offers. Even
more so, if they do not watch new publications on a daily basis.
Since users usually have a more specific idea on what characteristics a suitable project should have, the use of Simap’s advanced search is favourable.
The search allows the user to specify criteria including location, publication
date, keywords, type of order, type of procedure etc. The most important filter
option is the possibility to set a range of interested Common Procurement
Vocabulary (CPV) codes. This hierarchically structured code displays business interest captured within a single number. The code is intended to
"standardise, by means of a single classification system for public procurement, the terms used by contracting authorities and entities to describe the
subject of contracts" (The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union, 2002, p. 1).

Figure 2: Advanced project search on simap.ch (simap.ch, 2019b)
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The problem with the approach of hierarchical category filtering is that if the
search criteria is too detailed, only few open tenders are displayed. It is possible that a bidder’s specific filters could miss out on potential opportunities
because of vague descriptions from the bidders specifying the criteria. The
contractors follow a form on the Simap website to submit their tenders but
are free to the extent of information they place in the respective form fields.
To reduce this risk of missing out on opportunities, the search criteria that the
bidders enter should be quite vague. This contrarily leads to an exhaustive
number of tenders being presented to the bidder, which in turn take up time
and resources to analyse in detail.
Another mendable but nevertheless existing flaw of the filter implementation
is that many search fields might not work as expected: various trials by the
authors have shown that specifying multiple categories often results in no entries being displayed at all, despite the complete list having tenders that
match the entered search criteria.
According to Beschaffungsstatistik.ch (Research Center for Digital Sustainability
at the Institute of Computer Science at the University of Bern, 2019) Simap is serv-

ing as a market entry point for over eleven thousand different bidders. An extensive amount of businesses is seemingly relying on a suboptimal mediation
process. The process binds human resources due to uncertainty and lack of
trust in the accuracy of the mediation system. It seems that the system might
not live up to its full potential as the main intermediary for this two-sided market.
In an optimal mediation system, bidders should be presented with public tenders automatically. The tenders would fit their business characteristics and
thus in turn would leave contractors with a variety of suitable applicants. But
an implementation of such an automated matching-system comes with prerequisites: the current decision process of whether to participate in an open
tendering is based on the knowledge of the bidder’s own business model and
the matching with the information provided about the related project.
In order to imitate this decision process in an automated form, the same
knowledge base of project requirements and insight in the bidder’s business
domain is required.
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The project information part is publicly available within the tendering offer and
is thus not difficult to obtain. An example of such a project description in
German can be seen in figure 3, which shows an excerpt of an open tendering from December 2018 by a regional railway company called BLS. The offer’s topic is a strategic partnership in cloud computing.

Figure 3: Extract of Simap notice no. 1051066 (simap.ch, 2018)

The second requirement, the knowledge about business interest and expertise of the bidder side, is not as easily accessible. But it is nevertheless necessary in order to create an automated mediation system. Most of the information would have to be submitted by the bidders themselves because only
they know their own company’s strengths, weaknesses and business focus.
Part of this data could be retrieved through a subscription to the previously
described CPV codes that are also part of the project description published
by to contractors. The codes try to capture any service or product that could
be the topic of a public procurement. Although every possible business interest is covered, they cannot be relied upon entirely. The functioning and usefulness of the CPV codes have been tested in a study issued by the European Commission (Attström, Kröber, & Jungclaus, 2012). The report contains
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an online survey of 12’000 participants from different interest groups which
take part in the procurement process. The study came to the conclusion that
although the current CPV code is an efficient and effective instrument, it still
offers a lot of room for improvement, suggesting that CPV codes ease of use
should be increased and the levels of details should be reduced. 70% of the
participants mention that they often use a keyword search in every other
search for interesting procurements. Only 40% of them genuinely make use
the CPV codes.
Unable to fully rely on the CPV code for an automated process, the missing
information about the bidder and their business interests cannot be retrieved
easily. Such knowledge is often only partially available publicly and many
knowledge aspects about it are unclear. An example would be insider
knowledge such as strengths and weaknesses or key points of interest in a
tendering entity. This lack of available information requires a workaround.
The data of all public procurements in Switzerland have been published on
simap.ch going back to the year 2007 have been retrieved via Simap’s publicly available SOAP API by the Research Center for Digital Sustainability
(FDN) of the Institute for Computer Science of the University of Bern. The data continuously accessed, processed and saved into a vast relational database. It contains historic bidding data, awards and project descriptions. With
the help of this data source, the authors intend to assemble the bidder
knowledge side. Since the database contains the receivers of the bidding
awards, it might be possible to imply the interest of the respective bidder of
that project. Further, different characteristics can be derived from project requirements that the winning bidder must have fulfilled, in order to receive the
award. With sufficient data gathered over time and the application of statistical learning methods, the authors intend to imply the lacking knowledge
about the different bidders and implement a solution that provides a sophisticated mediation between bidders and new public tender projects.
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1.3 Aim
The authors concentrate on one specific use case within the procurement
process. The focus lies on supplying a service for open tenders. The bidders’
main goal is to find procurement projects on the Simap portal that correspond
with their business model. Earlier, the issues with bidders finding matching
contracts, as well as the weakness of currently used tools which do not provide optimal support, were laid out. With a design science approach, the authors aim to provide an alternative solution to the current status quo. The approach of design science tries to bridge the differences between an optimally
wished state and a current suboptimal state with an appropriate action
(March & Storey, 2008). The authors want to alter the current approach into a
more efficient process, cultivated through collected historic procurement data, the application of statistical learning techniques and automation technologies. The aim can be summarised in the following design science action:
In this research the authors intend to develop a system that has the ability to
recognize newly published procurements as interesting or not interesting for
different bidders, because they want to find a more reliable way of recommendation than the one delivered by the system in place today.
The action rephrased in more detail would be the training of a statistical
model with the help of modern machine learning tools that are fed with bidding data from the FDN procurement database. A properly trained model
should be able to generalise on incoming procurement offers, whether it fits
the interest of a bidder or not.
For example, the new system would run through the records of the FDN
Simap database and create profiles of matching bidder and tender pairs.
Newly released projects could then be assigned to fitting bidders, based on
their previously determined matching profiles. An implementation which is
able to provide accurate suggestions could then be automated in a further
step to perform these matches automatically and improve the suggestions
based on growing data records.
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A successful implementation could increase the benefit of any party within
the procurement process, since all of them are interested in finding the best
possible match in procurements in order to enter the bidding process. An automated suggestion service for matching procurements, working accurately,
would be advantageous to the bidder side as it would shorten their search
time for new projects. It also could present projects to the bidders that they
might have missed in their search or it could suggest new alternatives that
they might not have considered. Furthermore, it would narrow the bidders focus on the most suitable contractors and their projects. An accurate suggestion of matching procurements is also convenient for a contractor, as it could
reduce communication overhead once they are primarily being contacted by
suitable bidders. Next to a reduction in costs, a fully implemented and established recommendation system could further reduce the risk of choosing the
wrong bidder for a contract. Furthermore, a successful use case would be
beneficial to third parties: Many stakeholders in the Swiss procurement market could profit from the markets efficiency, as a mediation system would reduce asymmetric information and uncertainty within the market. Lastly, a
functioning system would be a positive demonstration of the benefits that can
be gained from open data – making data publicly accessible and free for usage.

1.4 Methodology and Structure
The approach for the design science action is based on Garakala’s steps for
data analysis (Gorakala, 2014). The previous sections already highlighted the
mediation shortcomings in the current procurement process. These shortcomings make up the first step: identification of the business problem. After
presenting a quick overview of the necessary terminology, the authors provide an overview of the data source and the data itself. This is followed by
the actual implementation phase — the practical part of the study. The data
has to be analysed, cleaned and processed in order to work with it. This
might include handling missing data points, transforming or normalising it.
Once the data is properly formatted, the authors engage in further analysis to
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better understand the relations within the data and the choice of the right machine learning tools.
These relations, along with the resulting
knowledge are captured into a model within
the next step. The model represents the decisions process when a bidding party is faced
with a choice of whether a new procurement
project is interesting for them. Selecting the
appropriate architecture for this matter and
choosing which machine learning methods to
use is not a simple task. The machine learning landscape offers a wide variety of tools
that are separated into the two major fields of
supervised learning and unsupervised learning — concepts that are explained in more
detail in a later section. Both fields consist of
many different algorithms, each best suiting a
“kind of data” and the goal of the specific use
case.
The choice of how to finally apply the tool
emerges from the last, but most crucial data
Figure 4: Steps for data analysis
(Gorakala, 2014)

analysis step: a constant cycle of model selection, training and evaluation. This iterative

process starts off with a first educated guess for the model selection which is
then trained on a training data set. Finally, the trained model is tested and
validated. To evaluate this specific use case, the authors have to derive conclusion metrics for measuring the success of the implementation.
But how is the model actually evaluated for success? The truth of which
business is interested in which procurement is factually captured in the data
itself. If a model can be trained on a partial data set, the remainder can be
used for testing purposes. Once the system is able to correctly attribute new
procurements (new from the systems perspective), the model is rated suc-
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cessful. Since all that happens in an iterative process, the model should be
able to approximate to the truth over time.
To implement a solution, the authors rely on a selection of technologies and
tools. The data is queried with the help of MySQL from the FDN data
sources. Data processing mostly resorts on the Pandas library and model
creation is implemented with the Scikit-Learn (SkLearn) library, which is a set
of machine learning modules (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Plots and visuals are
created with the help of Matplotlib. All libraries and modules are written in the
programming language Python.

1.5 Terminology
The topics of big data, machine learning, and artificial intelligence are expanding technological fields that have gained more and more attention in recent years. The research field is evolving fast and the area of application of
these technologies is constantly reaching new markets and industries. The
growing vast breadth and depth of the subject limits the possibility to give a
detailed overview of all concepts used in machine learning. However, some
of the major terminology relies to most of the machine learning applications
and should be laid out to the reader in order to create a common understanding of the core concepts following at a later point in this study.
According to the SAS Institute, machine learning can be understood as “a
method of data analysis that automates analytical model building. It is a
branch of artificial intelligence based on the idea that systems can learn from
data, identify patterns and make decisions with minimal human intervention
(SAS Institute, n.d., para. 1). Within this domain of autonomous learning, one
has to understand the difference between supervised - and unsupervised
learning. Simplified, these concepts can be explained as follows: if the statistical learning process is supervised, the algorithm tries to “learn” the relationship between certain input - and output variables. This relationship can be
captured in a mathematical model. With this model, other input variables (also called predictors) can be used to predict output variables (mostly referred
to as responses). In order to create a model, it is necessary to have a preexisting labeled data set where the relationship between predictors and re-
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sponses can be captured from. If these responses are quantitative values,
the prediction task is called a regression and if the responses are members
of a category; the task is called a classification (Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2001). For example, such a category could be a binary classification of
a variable into true and false. Common applications of supervised learning
are spam filtering where an algorithm learns to differentiate between automatically generated ads or other undesired emails and wanted email traffic.
Another example is medical analysis where supervised learning is used on
records of medical images to learn to identify patterns of cancer or other diseases in datasets of new scans.
If the learning process is unsupervised, the predictors are generally not labeled with corresponding responses. In such cases, the users often try to
gain a more explorative insight into data sets by clustering the data for similarities, finding structures within the data or reducing its dimensionality.
Common applications can be found in the analysis of social networks or customer bases where algorithms create clusters of homogenous groups in order to serve them tailored advertising or recognize groups of interest.

Methodological Approach
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Methodological Approach

The following section gives a brief overview of the data that builds the foundation of the model generation. The segment starts with the origin, structure
and descriptive statistics of the data, followed by the needed processing and
adaptations in order to use it.

2.1 Data Description
The Research Center for Digital Sustainability (FDN) retrieves new publications daily from simap.ch via its SOAP API. The retrieved XML documents
are parsed into a relational database where entities are split up and stored
into separate tables. This relational database is exclusively managed by the
FDN and not part of the Simap association. For reasons of simplicity it is still
referred to as Simap database the following sections.
The figure below displays the Simap database structure with the associations
between the different entities and their most relevant attributes. The table below the figure summarises the most significant tables and provides a short
description of its content.

Figure 5: Entity Relationship Diagram of the Simap database
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Table Name

Row Count1

Description

Anbieter

26’015

The table contains every bidder on simap.ch. A bidder
listed in that table can also act as a contractor but
would exist as a separate entity in the contractor table
and vice versa. Properties of this table mostly consist of
statements about the company and the linkage to their
received awards. The bidder has a property called Institution which has the goal to clearly identify the bidder.

Auftraggeber

43’874

This table contains all contractors that have published
open procurements. A contractor can be part of various
projects. The table also holds the Institution field like
the one in the bidder table. The Auftraggeber can also
be an entity that handles the procurement for a third
party.

Ausschreibung

68’862

This table is a collection of the actual documents that
were published by the contractors. A document summarises the project in different form fields that are filled out
by the contracting party themselves. Next to fields that
are selected by category it also includes written descriptions or a list of the requirements the bidders must fulfill.

Zuschlag

57’874

The award table summarises which bidder(s) won past
tenders and list information about the award itself like
the fulfilled criteria. An extra table is used to resolve the
many-to-many relationship between the bidders and
received awards.

Projekt

72’383

A project is the central entity that bundles together all
the tables above. Each project can serve as a wrapper
for multiple tenders and awards.

CPV Dokument

172’901

Every publication has a notice number attached to it.
This table links the publication via the notice number to
all attached CPV codes that describe the procurement.

Table 1: Description of important Simap database tables

Two properties that are both occurring in more than one table emerge as
crucial for the following study and have to be described in a bit more detail:
the Institution property is needed, since simap.ch offers text form fields to declare an entities bidder or contractor name. Bidders or contractors might offer/apply from more than one organisation internal source. For example, the
federally owned Swiss Postal Service: The Post CH AG might start a new
open tender from the PostLogistics section and in parallel start one from the
PostMail section. On the Simap website both can name their organisation
section as contractor names. Even if these organisational divisions might intend to appear under the same contractor name, but if one division names
1 As of March 30th, 2019
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themselves Post CH AG and the other Post AG they would both get saved as
two different contractors into the FDN database. To react to this problem, the
FDN has created an extra property called Institution where similar bidders
and contractors are merged into one common name. Therefore, this database field serves as the main distinguisher for different organisations within
the data.
The other property that needs further explanation is the CPV code. The purpose of the Common Procurement Vocabulary code has already been explained but not the exact functioning. The code is hierarchically structured in
a tree like fashion. It is eight digits long. A ninth digit is originally implemented
with the function as a checksum but is not used on the simap.ch platform.
Every digit serves the purpose of further specifying a procurement in more
detail. A mapping of the tree structure to its vocabulary results roughly 9500
different procurement terms (European Commission, 2008). The figure below
illustrates the top CPV sections. The additional table illustrates these sections in a practical example by showing how descriptive the code can label a
software procurement tailored for the airline industry, providing more detail
about the project with each added digit.

Figure 6: CPV code structure
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Structure

CPV

Description

Division

72000000

IT services: consulting, software development, Internet and support

Group

72200000

Software programming and consultancy services

Class

72210000

Programming services of packaged software products

Category

72212100

Industry specific software development services

Subcategory

72212120

Flight control software development services

Subcategory

72212131

Aviation ground support software development services

Subcategory

...

...
Table 2: CPV code structure

2.2 A First Data Analysis
All tables have to be studied individually to reduce the data to the needed
core. Which data is needed in particular can be reverse-engineered from the
expected solution: upcoming procurements can be checked for each bidder
and then assigned if the project looks promising. New procurements predominantly consist of the table Projekt and Ausschreibung. These two tables contain information about the actual interest of the bidder. Information from the
tables Zuschlag (which bidding party received the award fulfilling which conditions by what price) should not be used in the model building process, since
that is information that a live application would not be able to rely on at the
point in time where the procurement only just had been published.
The next table lists valuable SQL tables and the properties that help derive a
bidder’s interest in procurement. For simplicity, some properties have already
been excluded and only those with a possible impact remain. These interesting properties are listed as table rows with the first two columns depicting the
origin table and the property name. The next three columns rank each property with the numbers one to three. Difficulty depicts the authors’ estimation
in rank; with what effort a new property can be integrated into a common machine learning algorithm. This mostly considers whether the property is of
type text or numeric, unstructured text or categorical, and if categorical,
whether it is an ordinal or nominal variable. Integration or properties marked
with the number one are considered to be relatively simple, number three is
considered difficult or will need more time and effort to process.
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The next column scores the property in terms of expected impact. This
means, what insights into the nature of the procurement are expected from
such a property. For example, whether or not partial offers are allowed for a
procurement will not reveal as much about it as the CPV code, which the project is categorised under. In this case the property teilangebote would only be
marked with a one. The CPV_dokument, on the other hand, would be
marked with the number three. The assigned categories in the impact column
are the authors first impressions and only serve as guidance for the next column priority. The actual impact is determined during the implementation
phase of the study.
However, a first contemplation on what variables to focus on is helpful to decide in what order the properties have to be included in the implementation
and where to set the priority for an optimal cost-benefit trade off to see first
results. Properties with priority category A are integrated first to categories B
and C.
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Table

Property

Difficulty Possible
Impact

Priority Explanation

Projekt

projekt_titel

3

3

C

Carries a lot of information in a compact sentence including many keywords of
the business topic. Natural language processing in four different languages is a
rather difficult task.

CPV Dokument

cpv_nummer

2

3

A

Apparent insight into the business nature of the project. Although the values are
already delivered in numerical and hierarchical form, the resolving of a few
thousand categories is nevertheless a difficult task.

Zuschlag

institution

-

-

-

Needed as control variable. Allows check who actually won the procurement.

Ausschreibung beschaffungsstelle_plz

1

2

A

Simple geographical locator in numeric form. The location probably only matter
for certain business branches or smaller companies that do not offer their services in all regions. Difficulty comes from the many possible categories

Ausschreibung institution

2

2

B

The origin entity of the procurement will most likely not have an impact since
each canton or municipality can request for a very wide range of services. But
there might still be contractors that mostly request the same services that are
interesting for the same bidders.

Ausschreibung sprache

1

1

B

Some businesses might only respond to procurements in a specific language.
But many procurements are available in more than one language. Including this
element is simple, since the property does not have many options but not too
much decision impact is expected from this attribute.

Ausschreibung verfahrensart

1

1

C

No impact expected since only since it is only a binary attribute with no descriptive value, and which is also heavily imbalanced.

Ausschreibung auftragsart

1

1

A

Broad business category with a slight possible impact. Can easily be added.

Ausschreibung gatt_wto

1

1

B

Binary variable with no significant impact expected. Easy to implement.
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Difficulty Possible
Impact

Priority Explanation

Ausschreibung auftragsart_art

2

2

A

Categorises the contract kind similar to the CPV code. The codes are called
Central Product Classification (CPC) of the United Nations. The data does only
have 37 characteristics (as of March 30th, 2019). This category might have a
non-trivial impact and is easier to implement than the CPV code.

Ausschreibung projekt_beschrieb

3

2

C

Vast amount of unstructured text that holds a lot of information. Since most of
the keywords probably appear in the project title and considering the processing
effort, this property has low priority.

Ausschreibung ausführungs_ort

3

1

C

No impact expected since the location is likely already covered by a proximity to
the zip code of the contractor.

Ausschreibung lose

1

1

B

Binary variable with no significant impact expected. Easy to implement.

Ausschreibung varianten

1

1

B

Binary variable with no significant impact expected. Easy to implement.

Ausschreibung teilangebote

1

1

B

Binary variable with no significant impact expected. Easy to implement.

Ausschreibung bietergemeinschaft

3

2

C

Unstructured text mixed with natural numbers. This variable would need heavy
pre-processing, promising little information gain.

Ausschreibung eignungskriterien

3

3

C

Very high possible impact to see what requirements the bidder has to fulfill. but
difficult to include since the property mostly consist of a fair amount of unstructured text in different languages. Will need a lot of pre-processing,

Ausschreibung geforderte_nachweise

3

3

C

Might also contain a lot of limiting factors for the bidding party. The nature of the
text will most likely make it really difficult to automatically extract.

Ausschreibung zuschlagskriterien

3

3

C

Might also contain a lot of limiting factors for the bidding party. The nature of the
text will most likely make it really difficult to automatically extract.

Table 3: First property rating
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The primary focus lies on the CPV code since nothing seems to capture the
business focus in a more precise way. This attribute is followed by a range of
less significant attributes, but all of them look like they can be added without
too much processing. Many promising attributes seem difficult to implement,
because the knowledge that can be extracted from them is hidden in the form
of unknown keywords in unstructured text in different languages. To extract
these keywords each text would have to be filtered, cleaned and stemmed.
Since the whole machine learning approach has so far not yet been tested by
any means, the authors first focus on attributes that are easier to implement.
If timely constraints of this study allow for a more detailed analysis, these attributes are processed and added as well.
It has to be mentioned that the procurement data provided by the FDN might
be retrieved via a rather reliable SOAP endpoint, but the data still originates
from user input form fields that often lack a proper validation or admit vague
or minimal specifications as input. Hence the data set contains missing values or other data input errors. However, a lot of the errors can be corrected
manually or have a neglectable impact on the model generation.

2.3 General Direction of the Model Creation
An issue for the model selection and its underlying data is revealed early on:
the absence of negative responses. Interest for a business opportunity can
be inferred through awarded projects. A bidder that has won an award for a
project was obviously interested in the matter. But from the data set it is not
possible to retrieve what procurements the bidders were not interested in.
Even worse: it is not possible to tell, which they were actually interested in
but did not receive the award for. This makes classification through supervised learning problematic since the classification would be asymmetrical.
The whole data set would consist of desirable procurements, marked as positive responses in the award pool. The negatives would be an indistinguishable mixed set of potentially interesting and uninteresting projects. It could also contain projects which could not be obtained by the bidders or which were
overlooked but still might have been of interest to them.
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In a market-ready solution, this problem could be solved through user feedback about past procurements. Only the bidders themselves can flag past
projects as uninteresting, since that action requires thorough insight into their
companies, the nature of their business and competition. Collecting all this
feedback from the respective bidders for this study is unfeasible. The level of
needed effort out-scopes the means of this thesis and would not promise
success: feedback from many different business domains would be needed
to make sure that all areas of public procurement would be covered. Expertise of bidders - even within the same area of work - might differ too much to
generalise from one bidder with feedback, to other bidders that did not provide feedback about negative responses. All this is further restrained by the
uncertainty of sufficient user participation.
These restraints on supervised learning hints toward a solution with an unsupervised learning approach. For example, could procurement projects be represented as a vector of their attributes in a multidimensional space. With the
introduction of a distance measure and a clustering algorithm could all the
projects be arranged into groups that share some similarities. All vectors for
one bidder might form a cluster because they are expected to relate to each
other due to the bidder’s business interest. If a new procurement project is
introduced and its proximity to the bidder’s cluster is sufficiently close, it
might be an interesting project for that particular company.
Trials of this idea showed that there cannot be testable solution, because
there is no clear measure of success. Forming a cluster with projects from
the won award pool as positives might work as intended but other clusters
that are built can still contain projects that the bidder might be interested in
and prevent a clear assignment to the positive cluster. The same problem
with interesting projects, hidden in the remaining projects, discussed above,
also occurs for unsupervised learning methods.
Since there is no obvious choice for one of the two domains, the authors decide to take the route of supervised learning with the usage of a workaround:
As mentioned, the problem of asymmetry still exists, but it can be looked at
from another perspective. In order to explain the idea, a few new terms that
are used frequently in the area of statistical learning need to be introduced.
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Once a supervised machine learning model delivers test results – for example, for a classification – all classified results that are the output of the test,
can be marked with one of the following labels:
-

True Positive: the item was correctly predicted as a member of the
positive class

-

True Negative: the item was correctly predicted as a member of the
negative class

-

False Positive (Type 1 Error): the positive class was predicted but the
item would actually belong to the negative class

-

False Negative (Type 2 Error): the negative class was predicted but
the item would actually belong to the positive class

A supervised learning approach could train past awards as positive responses for a bidder, trying to maximize true positives and minimize false negatives which would be all the procurement projects the bidder has not won. If
the model is sophisticated enough, it would recognize the missed or notreceived project opportunities in the negative responses. Although these
negative responses would be Type 1 Errors, they would still make sense in
practice. These false positives could still be presented as possible interesting
projects for a bidder. False positives would be the only error that needs to be
minimized. This way, the errors of a supervised learning could work as an
advantage for this specific use case. This approach has another advantage,
since the suggested false positives could be manually resampled during the
presentation phase to the bidder and afterwards refed to the algorithm to improve the next suggestions.
To conclude, the authors focus on training a model with supervised learning
with the goal to maximize right predictions but also taking wrongfully categorized positives into account. With this vague roadmap laid out, a fitting machine learning tool has to be selected.
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2.4 Model Selection
The machine learning landscape is an ever growing and fast moving field of
science and the set of methods available are numerous (Yaqoob et al.,
2016). Every data set can be handled with different methods. The choice depends on the issue that needs to be solved or the goal that needs to be
achieved. It depends on whether the use case requires real-time answers or
is not time sensitive. The structure and the amount of the respective data has
the biggest importance. For each use case there is probably more than one
correct approach to solve it with more than one applicable machine learning
tool.
In order to limit the possible choices of what machine learning algorithm to
use, the authors followed a rough guideline provided by the SAS Institute (Li,
2017). The roadmap contains a tree structure that in the end provides a selection of tools. The selection is determined through decision nodes, that ask
a question about the desired goal of the use case. Every decision node further narrows down the choice for an appropriate algorithm.
The illustration of figure 7 shows the decision path for the Simap procurement data set and the previously specified learning goal. Decision branches
that are not part of the chosen path are omitted for reason of readability.

Figure 7: Machine learning algorithm road map (Li, 2017)

The first decision node asks for the need of dimensionality reduction. For example, reducing the number of attributes of a data set to the principal varia-
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bles by converting different correlating attributes to one attribute. Such a procedure (or any other means of dimensionality reduction) is not necessary for
the Simap data. The data has not yet reached a scale that cannot be handled
by conventional tools and there is no other reason to reduce the set to core
attributes with the help of machine learning.
The second branching happens by asking about the availability of responses
(or labels) in the data set. As explained in the previous section – responses
are available if the awards are treated as positive labels and all others are
treated as negatives. According to that availability, the route including responses is taken at this decision node. The following node asks for the prediction of a numeric value or estimator. For this use case the prediction is the
affiliation to a binary category. For a bidding party, a new procurement project is of type interesting (positive response) or not interesting (negative response). This leads to the next branching where the use cases differ in the
valuation of speed over accuracy. The model creation and the generation of
its responses does not have to happen in real-time and there is no other factor of time pressure. An accurate assignment to a category is more important
than a quick assignment in this use case. The path through the previous
nodes ends up at a leaf node with a matching of four algorithm suggestions:
kernel support vector machine, random forest, neural network and gradient
boosting tree.
Artificial neural networks and other deep learning methods have been fairly
popular in recent years and are often heard buzzword when talking about
machine learning. In practice, Neural Networks are predominantly used for
image or speech recognition. Since Neural Networks require a vast set of
samples (Donges, 2018) they are not the first choice out of the algorithm
candidates set for this use case. Taking a look at the database reveals that
the average bidder has not won more than six awards and thus has a rather
small set of positive labels available in case no other labels are set manually.
Because of that, the focus first lays on other algorithms that presumably perform better on small sample sets.
Kernel support vector machines are also not the obvious first choice. In practice, the algorithm is said to perform not as well as algorithms like random
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forest or gradient boosting trees, both members of the ensemble tree family.
Tree based algorithms are usually preferred over SVMs within the industry
(N.N., 2017). Deferring support vector machines and neural networks leaves
two remaining choices, both of the same method group called ensemble
trees.
Ensemble trees are algorithms that predict a sample’s class based on a decision made with the help of a group of more predictor functions. Methods
called decision trees or linear regression functions are often used as such
predictors. Within the ensemble tree family there are different methods of assembling these predictors to receive final class predictions. In the case of
random forests, the class prediction for a new observation is produced by the
bagging2 method (Breiman, 1996, 2001) which uses averaging functions (e.g.
weighted average, majority vote, etc.) over an array of such independent
predictors to deliver the final class assignment (Grover, 2017). All single predictors come to an individual conclusion about the samples supposed assignment and the final decision is made by looking at the outcomes of all
predictors.
Gradient boosting trees on the other hand use the method of boosting
(Schapire, Freund, Bartlett, & Lee, 1998) for prediction, which is already implied by the name of the algorithm. Within this technique, the predictors do
not work independently of each other but in sequence. The succession in the
model training is set up in a way that “subsequent predictors learn from the
mistakes of the previous predictors. Therefore, the observations have an unequal probability of appearing in subsequent models and ones with the highest error appear most” (Grover, 2017, para. 8).
Consequently, a predictor is trained and tested on a set of samples. The following predictor lays the focus of model creation on the faulty observations of
the first predictor to improve on that data and so forth. This array of predictors has to be stopped at an appropriate point in time, so the model does not
overfit on the data. If this chain of functions continues to learn from the mistakes of the previous ones, the chain as a whole would ultimately produce a
model that perfectly represents the training data but would no longer be ap2 Word origin comes from “bootstrap aggregating”
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plicable to any new data. The goal is that the generated model function does
not represent an exact image of the training data set but would still be trained
enough to be able to classify similar data sets correctly. Figure 8 below
roughly illustrates the concept of bagging and boosting as used in the random forest and a gradient boosting tree algorithm. The depiction of the single
iteration represents one predictor as they are used in the two methods.

Figure 8: Bagging and boosting methods (Garrido, 2016)

As mentioned, common predictors for bagging and boosting method and also
part of the ensemble trees are called decision trees (also called classification
trees). This class prediction method is well suited for a large array of different
data classification problems, especially if the data is highly dimensional or
contains diverse data types (numeric, categorical, etc.). The idea of the approach comprises of breaking up a complex decision problem for classification into a tree structure of many smaller decisions. Each internal node of the
tree is tested on a sample’s attribute that splits into different nodes depending on the outcome of that test.
Starting at an initial top node, the outcome of the individual decision node
creates a path down the tree to the last internal node and ultimately reaches
a leaf (also called terminal or pure) node. This endpoint represents the class
that the sample is assigned to. It is considered pure, once all samples on that
node belong to the same class. The tree is built from a set of training samples that hopefully results in one generalised tree which is able to classify
new and therefore unseen data samples to the correct group (Safavian &
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Landgrebe, 1991). The algorithm roadmap previously depicted in figure 7
displays the idea of a decision tree in some sense. In this case, the machine
learning use case would be the data sample and the proposed algorithm
suggestions the leaf nodes which represent the classification of the use case.
Question asked about the use case and the path taken to the next question
are the trees decision nodes.
Since both remaining algorithms of the SAS suggestion roadmap are ensemble trees, which in turn commonly use a set of decision trees as predictors,
the authors start the model generation with a single decision tree. In case the
decision tree delivers promising results, the model creation can be extended
to a random forest and gradient boosting tree later on. The tuning parameters
used on the decision tree can be used as part of the setting for the other
methods since those can be initialized using the decision tree as base predictor functions.

2.5 Model Training and Evaluation Setup
The model creation is an iterative process. To train the model, it is useful to
setup a test suite where the model can be generated continuously by only
changing the used data or upon redefinition of the setting parameters. Unchanged input or settings should create the same reproducible results in a
quick feedback loop. After evaluation of the current iteration, new ideas or an
adjustment of the settings allow to run the model again within an otherwise
consistent environment.
Based on such a structure, the test setup for the thesis works as follows: at
first, a bidder is selected for which the model is created and tested. All the
procurement projects which are won awards of said bidder are then retrieved
from the relational database and marked as positive responses. For the negative responses, a number of samples are queried from the database, fulfilling the criteria of not being part of the positive response set. The data is
loaded into a python pandas data frame3. Each row in the data frame is a
vector constructed as array of properties from multiple SQL tables. A single

3 https://pandas.pydata.org/
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vector contains selected procurement attributes as well as a tag for the response class membership.
With the data set in place, it is possible to choose different tuning parameters
that directly affect the model creation. One can select the algorithm with
which the model should be created as well as the conditions under which the
algorithm should run: it is possible to select the different attributes of the data, the ratio of positive to negative responses, the size of the data set used
for testing or how many reproducible runs should be conducted. Depending
on the chosen algorithm it is possible to set adjustment parameters to the algorithms like the maximum tree depth in a decision tree or the number of
trees in case of the random forest. These algorithm parameters together with
the chosen features need to be adjusted optimally during a number of different run iterations in order to receive the best results. The exact settings, chosen bidder samples as well as the impact of the selected attributes are discussed in a later section after the full setup and evaluation methods are determined.
Once all initial settings are set, the process can begin. After the creation of
the data frame, the selected attributes need to be mapped through a pipeline
that cleans all selected attributes from erroneous or missing entities. Depending on the attribute there might be need for further processing of the data like
restructuring it or transforming it into a set of smaller attributes like creating
one-hot encoded variables for non-binary categories. For some attributes the
mapping process is very simple. For example binary categories where there
is only need to transform “Yes” / ”No” in different languages into the numeric
boolean values zero and one. Other attributes are a bit more complex, like
the example for the procedure on the Swiss postal code can demonstrate.
Within Switzerland, the attribute of a postal code should consist of a four-digit
number. The data entries would need to be checked if they are of type numeric and whether they are of the right length. They would have to be
stripped of unwanted characters and it should be verified that they are within
the appropriate number range. So far, the data cleaning is not a complex task
to implement. But the structure of the postal code in Switzerland carries hierarchical meaning and represents municipalities that could be seen as hun-
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dreds of different categories. A simple decision function which is just seeing
the attribute as a four-digit number cannot capture all this hidden information.
For this reason, the attribute needs to be transformed so the feature reflects
the hidden information and then can be captured by the algorithm.
After all the selected data has been processed, the data frame is shuffled
and then split into a training set and a test set according to the defined size
within the settings. The tests data is set aside for now. It is later used for
evaluation purposes in order to see how the newly generated model applies
to data it has never seen before.
However, if one would only adjust the settings parameters or choice of attributes to see different results in the evaluation of the training set, the setup
might unintentionally be adjusted so that the model creation best fits the testing data, instead of creating one for procurement data in general. To avoid
such an outcome, the model should not only be tested but also validated.
Parts of the training data should once again be split into another group,
called the validation set. By making predictions on the validation set, it is
possible to get a first impression whether the trained model delivers accurate
responses on the training data. The model can then be tuned according to
the results of the validation set, without the risk of overfitting it on the data of
the test set. With optimally adapted parameters, the model is finally evaluated on the actual test set.
The amount of procurement data in the form of won awards can already be
quite sparse for a number of bidders and would now be reduced further by
splitting the training data a second time. Reserving a big chunk of it for validating and testing might in some cases (depending on the minimum threshold of an accurate model) lead to insufficient training data.
In order to take more advantage of the data for the purpose of training, the
authors use a validation technique called k-fold cross-validation: at first, the
training set is divided into k (usually five or ten) partitions. k-1 partitions are
used to train the model, while one partition is set aside for validation. This
happens k-times. This way, each data point is set aside at some point during
one of the k iterations. The results of the validation from each iteration are
then averaged to receive one final validation metric for the entire training set.
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The cross validation for each run is available for further inspections within a
separate log file. A log excerpt of runs 0 through 6 of the gradient boosting
trees iteration can be seen below. The first lines hold accuracy numbers for k
= 5 of run 0, which are then averaged in the line below.
[0.8620689655172413, 0.8448275862068966, 0.8448275862068966, 0.8620689655172413, 0.896551724137931]
Avg. CV Score | gradient_boost Run 0: 0.86
[0.8275862068965517, 0.8793103448275862, 0.7758620689655172, 0.9137931034482759, 0.8275862068965517]
Avg. CV Score | gradient_boost Run 1: 0.84
[0.8103448275862069, 0.8620689655172413, 0.8448275862068966, 0.896551724137931, 0.8275862068965517]
Avg. CV Score | gradient_boost Run 2: 0.85
[0.9137931034482759, 0.8793103448275862, 0.8103448275862069, 0.8275862068965517, 0.8793103448275862]
Avg. CV Score | gradient_boost Run 3: 0.86
[0.8793103448275862, 0.8103448275862069, 0.8103448275862069, 0.8275862068965517, 0.8793103448275862]
Avg. CV Score | gradient_boost Run 4: 0.84
[0.7758620689655172, 0.8620689655172413, 0.8448275862068966, 0.8793103448275862, 0.896551724137931]
Avg. CV Score | gradient_boost Run 5: 0.85
[0.8448275862068966, 0.9482758620689655, 0.9655172413793104, 0.9137931034482759, 0.8793103448275862]
Avg. CV Score | gradient_boost Run 6: 0.91

Choosing this validation method does not decimate the training set but still
provide the necessary information to adjust model parameter setting or input.
With the setup complete, the training set, minus the labels with of the actual
class, can be fed into the classification algorithm which starts training a model from it. Once that step is finished, the test data is fitted on to the created
model which produces a predicted class affiliation for all the objects in the
test data frame. The result this fit delivers makes it possible to determine how
well the model was trained.
Since the data is labeled with the predicted and the actual class, model evaluation metrics can be derived by looking at the predicted and the actual classes of the test set. The base metrics of the evaluation have already been introduced in a previous section: true positives/negatives and false positives/negatives. Bundled together these metrics are known as the confusion
matrix.

Predicted False

Predicted True

Actually False

True Negative (TN)

False Positive (FP)

Actually True

False Negative (FN)

True Positive (TP)

Table 4: Confusion matrix
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The confusion matrix allows the computation of other metrics like the overall
accuracy of the model.

!"" =
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Another useful metric besides the accuracy is Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) and the miss rate, also known as the false negative rate (FNR).
The MCC is a more balanced metric than the accuracy that can also be calculated from the confusion matrix. It is also considered as an informative way
to evaluate binary classifications (Chicco, 2017). The metric can take on values from -1 to 1. Any prediction with a value above 0 is considered better
than random and a value of 1 means a perfect prediction.
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While running the test suite with different input parameters the authors try to
maximize accuracy and MCC to achieve good predictions while trying to minimize the miss rate. As stated earlier, false positives do not pose a problem
for the use case since they might be interesting procurement projects that the
bidder has missed out on. But by reducing the false negative rate, the model
classifies the important responses that the model should not overlook while
keeping the false positives as suggestions for the bidder. In practice, the bidder could re-classify these samples to positives to increase the data set and
achieve the generation of more accurate model in the next run.
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2.6 Model Tuning
The test suite allows the choice of generating various numbers of reproducible runs, each containing different samples from the negative response pool.
Sampling different negatives for more than one run minimizes the possibility
of introducing a hidden bias with the training data selection while still keeping
the runs reproducible by setting a random state. The authors conduct 100
runs per algorithm in order to avoid a sample selection bias. The different results can then be looked at individually or they can be averaged for simplicity.
For each of the 100 sets per algorithm, one model is created, tested and
evaluated. The calculated descriptive statistics and chosen settings, as well
as the logs from all the runs are hierarchically saved into a JSON file for later
access. From this file, the statistics of the runs can be visualized in different
plots, in order to spot necessary adjustments, record possible findings and
implications of the resulting model. Rerunning the code on new run-output
changes the plots accordingly.
The parameters that can be tuned can be separated into four main groups.
The first group consists of the general run parameters, like the ratio of positive to negative samples and the size of the test set. The second group consists of the algorithm tuning parameters. Decision tree, random forest and
gradient boosting tree can all be tuned similarly given by the nature of them
belonging to the same family of algorithms, but there are still some exceptions of distinct arguments. The third group is the selection of data attributes
that the samples should contain when the model is created. Some features
(or a combination of features) might increase or decrease the predictive
power of a model. Some attributes might not have an impact on the model at
all. The last group consists of the choice for the bidders themselves. It is likely that the model build performs differently for bidders which focus on diverse
business areas as opposed to those with a specialised industry focus (e.g.
only focusing on the construction of tunnels). Another point of interest is how
models for bidders with relatively large numbers of positive samples perform
against those with a limited size. It is also crucial to find the threshold of a
minimum sample size that is needed to make plausible predictions. This
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knowledge is required in order to create a feasible solution from the current
data set without having to manually create additional labeled samples.
The following subsections go through the four groups and explain the optimal
choices for each parameter.

2.6.1 Run Parameters
This first group of parameters can be determined rather easily. At this stage
they solemnly contain the positive to negative sample ratio and size of the
test set. On one hand, the size of the data set could be enhanced by choosing more samples from the larger negative pool. On the other hand, such a
decision would bias the data set towards one class right from the start. There
is no dominant class and the samples do not have to be weighted when
choosing an equal ratio between the response classes. Consequently, the
chosen ratio is one to one.
In practice, the test set sizes often range from 10 to 40 percent of the whole
data set, heavily depending on the overall sample size. If the amount of
available data is small, a larger percentage is needed for training. Since there
is no set rule, the authors go with a common size of 25% as a starting point
and possibly decrease to 20% in case too few data samples are available for
training.

2.6.2 Algorithm Parameters
Since two of the algorithms are both a kind of ensemble tree, originating in
decision trees, they mostly share the same input arguments. The code excerpt below shows all chosen parameters as they are used in the model
creation. The first three settings are the parameters described in the previous
section, followed by the tuning of the separate algorithms.
{
'positive_to_negative_ratio': 0.5,
'test_size': 0.25,
'runs': 100,
'enabled_algorithms': ['decision_tree', 'random_forest',
'gradient_boost'],
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'random_forest': {
'n_estimators': 100,
'max_features': 'sqrt',
'max_depth': None,
'min_samples_split': 4
},
'decision_tree': {
'max_depth': 30,
'max_features': 'sqrt'
'min_samples_split': 4
},
'gradient_boost': {
'n_estimators': 100,
'learning_rate': 0.1,
'max_depth': 30,
'min_samples_split': 4,
'max_features': 'sqrt'
},
'draw_tree': False,
'skip_cross_val': False
}

Optimally, max_depth and all the other parameters should be set individually
for each model. Test for different bidders have shown that a max_depth of 30
delivers good results in most cases without significant differences in accuracy. Said depth denotes how deep trees are allowed to develop. The default
depth by SkLearn is set to three. In case no maximal depth is chosen for the
tree, the model is more likely to overfit since the tree has the liberty to unrestrictedly grow leave nodes as long as there are samples left to split. The
starting depth of three is a rather low value, best suited for a small number of
attributes. For the random forest, there is no need to worry about overfitting
when no maximal depth is set, since the average of multiple trees cancel out
the overfitting of single trees.
The min_samples_split defaults to two. This ensures that at least two samples are present when a node is split. A split minimum that is set low, leads to
a far more fine-grained and detailed tree, since the model can be built on
many small decisions (within the restraints of max_depth). If the data set is
large enough, a higher split minimum leads to less overfitting and a more
general model. On a small dataset however, setting a high number can be
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difficult, because there are often not enough data points left to allow for another split. Different trials let the authors settle on a min_samples_split of
four.
At each position where a node is split into succeeding nodes, max_features
determines how many of all the available features are considered as candidates for that split. The SkLearn default for this parameter is none, which
does not limit the number of features. According to SkLearn (Pedregosa et
al., 2011) it is good practice for classification tasks to use max_features
equal to the square root of all the available attributes (max_features =
sqrt(n_features). The authors therefore followed said suggestion.
The parameter n_estimators for random forest denotes the number of classification trees in the forest. If the process is started with a low number of
trees, the results get more accurate once the number of trees is increased
since the class prediction is averaged over more trees. However, the use of
more trees also increases the needed computing power and memory. 100
trees is the default value for the SkLearn implementation of the algorithm.
The authors have tested a number of higher estimator values and could not
find a significant increase in the average accuracy. After a certain threshold
is passed, the averaged predictions stay the same.
For the gradient boosting tree n_estimators signifies the number of consecutive trees, each optimized according the shortcomings of the previous one.
This is closely related to the learning_rate by which each following tree within
the succession is impacted. The learning rate is set on the range (0.0, 1.0].
The smaller the rate, the smaller are the modifications that are done to the
consecutive tree. There is no rate that can be successfully used for all data
sets. Rather, the rate has to be found for each set individually. Small learning
rates are often preferable to high rates (Ridgeway, 2007). Figure 9 displays
AUC scores, a metric commonly used machine learning evaluation of classification problems. The AUC is a probability value which stands for the Area
Under the ROC Curve. The ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve
in turn, is computed by plotting the true positive against the false positive
rate. Computing the area under the ROC Curve results in a probability of how
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well the model can distinguish random positive and negative values (e.g. 0.5
if the assignment happens randomly).
Trials with different bidders show consistent conclusions: the contributions of
a single tree of the gradient boosting tree algorithm should be kept low by
choosing a modest learning rate. The figure below plots the AUC scores of
test and training data for different models that have been created for the
company Siemens AG. The scores are depicted on the y-axis. The x-axis
displays trials with different gradient boosting learning rates. Naturally, the
curve for the training set is much higher because the training data is what the
resulting model is based on. The plot for the test data shows, that the best
score is achieved with a learning rate of approximately 10%, which is used in
further model computation.

Figure 9: Learning rate AUC Scores for Siemens AG

2.6.3 Data Characteristics
The model creation most heavily depends on the data itself. Since every bidder in the data set is to a certain extent unique compared to the others, a
separate model has to be trained for every bidder. First, because of time
constraints, the authors are not able to create and evaluate such for each
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and every one of the over 11 thousand bidders in the Simap database. Second, it has to be checked for which bidders the available positive samples
even allow the creation of a model. Because of these restraints, twelve representatives of the overall dataset are selected in order to make plausible assumptions about the remaining ones.
To obtain a positive-sample threshold, the algorithms are run with all attributes for a selection of bidding companies. Trendlines in figure 10 show on the
x-axis which number of positive and negative samples results in which
standard deviation of accuracy, MCC and false positive rate. In order to make
accurate predictions, the standard deviation should be as low as possible.
However, it has to be taken into account, that the attributes have not yet
been selected accordingly. Nevertheless, it is possible to draw as a first conclusion, that bidders with sample sizes that result in a standard deviation of
over 10% are probably not worth including at this point. Hence the necessary
threshold is drawn at around 60 samples to receive usable results. 50% of
that number are the needed positive samples.

Figure 10: Standard deviation of metrics per sample size
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12 samples which are all above the defined threshold are listed in table 5,
grouped by the fields of expertise the companies are working in. The example bidders are selected according to the distribution of the CPV code usage.
This distribution of occurrence in past procurements shows that the CPV divisions for construction (and similarly architecture) and information technology stand out in usage. Figure 11 displays how these divisions are used most
frequently over all procurements and that the remaining division all occupy a
similar range.

Figure 11: CPV code division usage

Therefore, the twelve example bidders are split into four groups. Construction
and IT are the first two. The next group named other contains unique but
specific business areas like the bidder Kummler + Matter that is mostly interested in work with high voltage power lines, Thermo Fisher who specializes
in spectrometers and measurements as well as the insurance firm AXA Ver-
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sicherungen. In the last group called diverse are companies that are interested in a wider range of different CPV codes. The companies Siemens AG and
ABB for example, serve a wide spectrum of customers in many different CPV
divisions. Basler & Hofmann West AG is an engineering and consulting company which also operates in lots of different business areas.
Construction

IT

Other

Diverse

Alpiq AG

Swisscom

Kummler + Matter AG

Siemens AG

170 different CPV
Codes

155 divergent CPV
Codes

118 divergent CPV
Codes

142 divergent CPV
Codes

KIBAG

ELCA Informatik AG

Thermo Fisher Scientific (Schweiz) AG

ABB

53 divergent CPV
Codes

38 divergent CPV
Codes

12 divergent CPV
Codes

66 divergent CPV Codes

Egli AG

Unisys

AXA Versicherung AG

Basler & Hofmann West
AG

42 divergent CPV
Codes

24 divergent CPV
Codes

22 divergent CPV
Codes

38 divergent CPV Codes

Table 5: Selected sample bidders

2.6.4 Feature Selection – The CPV Code
All collected attributes within the Simap database that can be included into an
automated solution are listed earlier in table 3. They were ranked based on
the perceived ease with which they can be integrated and on the assumption
of how much can be learned from them. The current and the following sections discuss some of the more important of these attributes. Those that were
feasible to include in the training, what difference they make and how they
have to be pre-processed in order to derive meaningful results for the classification.
The most crucial attribute, the CPV code, is discussed first. The integration of
a numeric code into a decision tree does not seem challenging at first. But
already the integration into the data frame turn out to be a challenge. In most
procurement cases, there is more than one code associated with a project.
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This relationship is stored via a one-to-many relationship within the relational
structure of the SQL tables. Joining the relations into one data frame creates
a separate vector for every single CPV and its procurement project. This
way, each vector only contains one attribute with a different CPV code for
each row, but duplicates for all other attributes of that one project. This is
weighting the importance of all other attributes within the data set and thereby creates a bias towards these attributes, strengthening their importance.
There are additional flaws with this approach: Splitting a data set, which contains almost identical rows, into a training and testing will not deliver accurate
test results. The tests are going to perform exceptionally well, because the
duplicates from the training set are recognized as interesting procurement
offers. The authors tried a workaround by predetermining test and training set
based on the projects’ unique identification numbers. But this still leaves the
problem with the artificially weighted attributes. It also makes it difficult to attribute a final class affiliation to a project, in case some of the artificially created projects are assigned to the positive and some to the negative class.
Because each subsequent group assignment of the CPV also depends on
the preceding one, it is not possible to simply split the number into digits and
treat the generated features independently. Creating one-hot encoded variables for each CPV is also not a feasible solution. With the current dataset it
would enlarge the array of attributes by 4453 attributes per observation – a
number way too high considering the available sample size. Also, within a
decision tree, the whole CPV code would be treated as one category, so only
exact matches of the code are considered. This approach would be no different than the subscription to single categories, a flaw of the current Simap implementation that has been criticised earlier. All these issues and the threat
of having vastly more features than data entries create the need to aggregate
or reduce the code in order to be represented usefully within a single vector.
An even more important aspect of the integration problem comes from the
semantics of the attribute. Although the CPV code is a feature that is only
represented by a number in the dataset, the number contains more information than just its value. The number is a representation for a tree-like hierarchical category system. As shown in figure 6, the grouping of the digits
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specifies division, group, class, category and subcategory of the related project. A decision tree would simply compare the two numbers. The feature
X[0] for example, could be classified in a decision node as (X[0] <=
30199856)4. This treatment of codes as simple numbers would fail to fully
capture the meaning of all the information encoded as categories within the
CPV code.
A possible solution can be found by looking at the data in more detail: the
numbers shown in table 6 below, display the median value of how many
times, which level of CPV detail is used per CPV divisions (top level hierarchy). For example: for each division of CPV codes there are about 14 cases
where procurement projects use the CPV to the detail level of class.
CPV Level

Division

Group

Class

Category

Full

Median of projects per
CPV division

472

57

14

7

4

Table 6: Median detail usage per CPV code level

Looking at these numbers makes it clear that the top hierarchies of the CPV
code are used to a greater extent than the lower ones. The detail of the subcategories is often omitted by the contractor. By stripping away the last three
digits of the subcategory, the remaining digits of the CPV can be one-hot encoded. The remaining levels are still explicit enough to distinguish a narrow
industry focus. But with this approach, the number of attributes that have to
be created can be reduced substantially by simply omitting the last three digits of the code.
Conducted tests reveal as expected, that the CPV is a powerful attribute that
is worth integrating in the model creation. Integrating the CPV only partially is
a compromise in order to include the valuable code into the model.

2.6.5 Feature Selection – Additional Attributes
The necessary pre-processing of the contracting party’s postal code shares
similarities with the one of the CPV code. The Swiss postal code also follows
a hierarchical structure with the map location getting more precise with each
4 An excerpt of this method within the workings of an early version of the decision tree is
listed in the Appendix.
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additional digit. Stripping away the last two digits of the number still allows for
accurate regional representation, while keeping the values resulting from encoding to a minimum. The attributes auftragsart_art, auftragsart, gatt_wto,
lose, teilangebote, varianten and sprache pose no challenge in case of encoding, since they are binary attributes or do not have a lot of different characteristics.
Figure 12 gives an idea of the predictive power of the single attributes. It depicts the mean accuracy and MCC received of 100 decision tree runs for all
the bidders in the test sample set. But in this case, the model is not trained
with all attributes but only with one per turn. The plot shows that the first
three attributes on their own are already well able to produce a statement
about the class affiliation.

Figure 12: Single attribute accuracy and MCC
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According to their MCC value and accuracy, ausschreibung_cpv, auftragsart_art and beschaffungsstelle_plz should definitely be included into a final
model. The others are only included if they help to increase the model accuracy once they are used in conjunction with the first three. Such an interaction can be observed in the next figure. The lines depict the model’s mean
accuracy and mean MCC per 100 runs. The twelve sample bidders are averaged into one number. From left to right, the models are regenerated, every
time adding one additional attribute. The starting point is auftragsart_art
which is delivering the same result as the first bar in the bar chart diagram
depicted in figure 12. The predictive power of the model rises with an accuracy well beyond 80% and an MCC of close to 0.65 once the CPV code is added. When this plot is compared with figure 12, it demonstrates the value of
integrating this attribute and how the combination with the preceding attributes enhances the model compared to what the CPV is capable by itself.
The attribute lose decreases both values slightly and raises the FNR. This
gives reason for it to be dismissed from the final selection. Teilangebote enhances the result once more and finally decreases again with the last attributes varianten and sprache. Table 7 below also shows how lose, varianten
and sprache are the weakest attributes. The table lists each attribute used in
100 runs together with just the CPV code, the strongest attribute. The delta
(diff) displays how the three attributes all have the strongest negative influence on the accuracy and the MCC. Thus, the final selection is going to include all the attributes from this run, with the exception of those three.
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Figure 13: Successively added attributes to decision tree

Attribute

ACC mean

ACC diff

MCC mean

MCC diff

auftragsart

86.35

0.62

0.74

1.40

auftragsart_art

86.25

0.52

0.73

1.09

beschaffungsstelle_plz

86.06

0.33

0.72

-0.65

gatt_wto

85.97

0.24

0.72

-0.39

lose

85.22

-0.52

0.70

-1.83

sprache

85.32

-0.41

0.71

-1.51

teilangebote

85.71

-0.03

0.72

0.07

varianten

85.30

-0.43

0.71

-1.27

Table 7: Delta per attribute joined with CPV code
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Other attributes that would be available after elaborate pre-processing could
not included. For instance, the attribute auftraggeber (contracting entity) is
one that has to be left out at this point. It is possible that its inclusion would
have been interesting in several cases since some bidders keep focusing on
procurement projects that are tendered by the same entities. This happens,
for example, because the bidder often receives the award directly without
having to take part in prior bidding. But introducing this criterion would add
another one-hot encoded attribute that would enlarge the feature set. A collection of bigger sample numbers is needed before this attribute can be introduced since the sample sizes are already quite small.
Attributes like the project title or those that consist of large unstructured text,
like for example the project description, are considered promising but cannot
be included into the model either at this stage. The effort needed for preprocessing the features exceeds the possibly gained value at this stage. Extracted keywords within the text attributes also would have to be one-hot encoded and would thus enlarge the already sizable array of attributes. This
challenge is further aggravated by the fact that the data includes several different languages. There is presumably more data collection or manual labelling needed, in order to create a model that contains as many attributes per
observation.
The data for the bidder examples, provided with the determined settings and
selected attributes in this section, result in a final model with a good basis for
a discussion of the effectuality and usefulness of the designed system as a
whole.
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Discussion

This section is introduced by figure 14 which shows the same successive
model enhancement as the section before by adding one attribute after the
other, but this time only including the final selection of attributes. The figure
contains the procedure of averaging 100 runs for each newly added attribute
for the decision tree, the random forest and the gradient boosting tree algorithm.

Figure 14: Key metrics per algorithm

It is interesting to see how both of the advanced ensemble trees perform better than just the decision tree itself but almost identical when they are compared to each other. The random forest and gradient boosting tree lines for
accuracy, MCC and FNR overlap in all cases with only a minimal divergence,
making it difficult the tell them apart. Running the decision tree predictor either 100 times and averaging over the result or adapting it per learning rate
leads on average to the same behaviour in model performance, which is on
average about 6% higher than the one of a single decision tree. It can be
said for certain, that the use of either one of the two ensemble methods is
preferable over the use of the decision tree for a final system. Although it was
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not expected that both algorithms through calculating 100 * 100 independent
predictors, either in parallel or in a learning sequence, would arrive at similar
results but that seems to be the case. This makes the algorithm choice for
the final systems implementation a matter of preference, since the curves
look almost identical. Because the parallel method is more intuitive and the
final class assignment more comprehensible, the final recommendation of the
authors is the random forest. From an implementation point of view, the algorithm is also preferable due to the fact that with the parallel method, the predictors can be computed independent of each other. Running the calculations
in parallel on different cores or even different machines allows for more efficiency in computation.
The selected attributes of the final model contribute to a steady rise of the
accuracy as well as the MCC and a drop in the false positive rate with each
added attribute in succession. The mean curve stagnates after the addition of
the CPV. This happens most likely because depending on the training data,
those attributes are not selected by the algorithm due to the restriction in tree
depth. Even if that is the case in most runs, the attributes should be kept in
the final model because the last ones are all binary and do not really enlarge
the feature array. All of them add a small portion of prediction power to the
model in the cases where they are selected by the predictors and they help
decreasing the FNR slightly.
The next table lists all three averaged main evaluation metrics for a final run
of 100 random data picks, fed to the random forest algorithm. The mean
standard deviations are listed as well. These metrics are listed for all twelve
example bidders from the four categories construction, diverse, IT and the
category other which represents very specific business interest.
A first look at table 8 reveals that the accuracy, MCC and false negative rate
have overall satisfactory evaluation metrics. As explained earlier, the MCCs
range starts at -1 to 1, where any prediction above 0 is preferable to a random prediction. The highest two mean values in the example set are 0.87 –
nearing a perfect prediction. The accuracy of 73% as the lowest number is
encouraging as well. So is the peak accuracy of over 93% or that the FNR
does not cross the 30% margin.
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Acc.
Std.

MCC
mean

MCC
Std.

FNR
mean

Number.
of training
samples

CPV Divergence

Group

Bidder

Acc.
mean

Construction

Alpiq AG

73.20

3.23

0.46

0.06

27.15

645

170

Egli AG

80.66

3.90

0.63

0.08

15.61

216

42

KIBAG

80.13

3.75

0.61

0.07

18.09

321

53

ABB

85.41

3.84

0.7

0.08

19.29

252

66

Basler &
Hofmann
West AG

83.87

4.09

0.67

0.08

16.13

231

38

Siemens AG

79.44

2.70

0.57

0.06

29.25

585

142

ELCA Informatik AG

90.36

3.71

0.81

0.07

9.75

186

38

Swisscom

92.5

2.39

0.84

0.05

6.14

441

155

Unisys

91.73

3.49

0.83

0.07

8.93

165

24

AXA Versicherung AG

93.38

2.91

0.87

0.06

6.23

195

22

Kummler +
Matter AG

82.57

3.91

0.64

0.08

28.86

252

118

Thermo
Fisher Scientific
(Schweiz) AG

93.35

3.27

0.87

0.06

2.99

162

12

Diverse

IT

Other

Table 8: Evaluation of final runs
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Looking at the different groups, it seems that predictions benefit the bidders
with specific business focus. Two of the best, nearly perfect results are in the
other category. Kummler + Matter’s lower values within that group most likely
result in the high divergence of CPV codes of 112 whereas the other two only
have 12 and 22. Even though the business of high voltage power line is specific, the respective contractors for those projects seem to use a wide array of
codes to describe the awards that Kummler + Matter have won.
Alpiq and Siemens are other samples with a high CPV divergence of 170,
and 142. A similar picture can be observed here: many different CPV codes
reduce the accuracy and increase the chance for false positives. Even more
so, because all of them won a lot of awards in many CPV categories.
Swisscom seems to be the only exception with a as many as 155 different
CPV codes in it’s won awards. It is part of the IT group, where all three samples show very strong results. The numbers show that firms which offer services in the IT sector might probably benefit by using this study’s classifier.
The false negative rates of the construction group and the diverse group
stand out compared to the remaining ones. The construction group has the
largest Simap activity compared to all other CPV divisions which can be deducted from the biddings conducted in the business area in figure 11 above.
This might be the reason why the false negative rate is increased for this cohort. Not more samples but more attributes that better capture the detail of
these businesses would be needed to deliver more accurate predictions. As
for the diverse group, the drop off is explainable with the characteristic by
which the group is constructed: a diverse range of business interests. This
diverse focus is not beneficiary when using the recommendation mechanism
build for this thesis.
It becomes clear that the main factor, which allows for all these rather good
results, is the CPV code. It is the dominant attribute and with the introduction
of enough samples captures to a certain extent the business nature of a project that has entered the bidding process. A clear business focus with a low
divergence in interested CPVs of past projects enhances the predictions. The
other main necessity is the sample size. In a case where a bidder has only
won a hand full of awards, the data set might be insufficient for accurate pre-
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dictions, especially if the business focus lies in the area of construction. The
better number of bidders in the Simap data set do not suffice to receive high
enough number of positives. But the lack of data for most bidders does not
hinder the implementation of working solution for those that have accumulated enough positives by winning awards. Bit not too much effort to cross this
threshold artificially by adding a mechanism to the final implementation
where users can label past procurements as interesting, which then function
as their positives.
Table 8 shows that bidders for which a model could be created under the
proper conditions, mostly receive accuracies of 80% and above. The remaining errors can be divided into two sets, where the major set of errors can
once again be used as feedback suggestions for the bidder (due to low
FNR). The decision process to recommend new bidding projects can thus
indeed compete with the system of search and subscription, currently offered
by Simap. Even so, the current version of the author’s implementation only
consists of the core decision mechanism. Enhancement and further research
on the topic can definitely alter this conclusion to the benefit of an automated
system.
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Conclusion

4.1 Findings and Implication
This thesis is organized with a design science approach. The authors try to
bridge a problematic and optimal state by introducing a self-developed solution. The conclusion, emerging from the discussion above, implies that the
final solution has the potential to fully replace the current application state.
But so far it is not functionally matured enough to do so at this stage. Said
conclusion partially covers the research question introduced in an earlier section of the thesis:
In this research the authors intend to develop a system that has the ability to
recognize newly published procurements as interesting or not interesting for
different bidders, because they want to find a more reliable way of recommendation than the one delivered by the system in place today.
A working solution was deduced from the business problem and implemented accordingly. The solution is able to accurately classify projects within an
acceptable degree of certainty. The suggestions are improved when more
training data is available, and the business focus is narrow. At this point
however, the system cannot yet be regarded as superior to the one in place.
The classification into interesting and not interesting cannot be relied upon
exclusively because the chances of missing out on suited projects would be
too high. The system certainly has the potential to reach such a status if
more effort and research would be conducted on the topic and with more data available.
The approach to solve the business problem is one of numerous possibilities.
Although the development of the solution was conducted transparent and
each step was based on evaluating the results of the preceding step, many
alternate solutions might have been chosen. Especially the selection of machine learning techniques allowed for very different approaches. But the selection of the used tools was conducted sensible and based on the given data set. In further research it would either be possible to integrate a different
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learning approach or to rethink the whole conceptual angle in order to arrive
at a better solution.
If the current implementation would be refactored to a productive system, it
could already be of practical use as is. It would be beneficial to bidders which
have crossed the needed award threshold. Solemnly relying on the existing
filters and searches of simap.ch is risky and requires work effort as well as
time. All of it could be reduced to a certain extent by using the implemented
solution alone or in parallel.
Since the biggest shortcoming of the system momentarily derives from missing data points, its improvement could happen continuously while using it.
Specific labeling could be done by the bidders themselves when they look at
the received suggestions. Each feedback on classified procurements should
be labeled as interesting or not interesting. Doing this in a step by step fashion, every time new projects get presented, would keep the needed effort of
the user to a minimum but bring steady improvement to the generated model’s accuracy.

4.2 Limitations and Shortcomings
As a first obvious shortcoming it has to be addressed that bidders with a
smaller sample size of historic bidding data have a disadvantage to the ones
with more positive samples. The data shows that the method is less successful for bidders with a limited sample size. In case an implementation that is
used in production would not come with a method for bidders to artificially increase their positive sample size to a critical mass (e.g. through labeling of
suiting projects), the method would contain a strong starting bias. The bias
would disadvantage market newcomers, less successful bidders and possibly
smaller businesses that do not receive as many awards as larger enterprises.
The authors see another solvable, but nevertheless substantial problem in
regard to bidders changing their business focus or expanding the offered
services. Such a change would not yet be captured in historic data. If old areas of interest could not be reset on such an occasion, the model might include contradictory negative and positive samples. As of now, the algorithm
concentrates on finding “more of the same” by looking for patterns in the da-
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ta. This will succeed in cases where bidders are looking for similar work to
the what they are already proficient in. However, there will not be positive
matches for new opportunities. This implies that the method is so far rather
suited for more traditional firms or those that have a consistent business focus.
An aspect that requires further attention is that every bidder receives its own
model. In case the application would scale, the continuous recalibration of
classification models for each bidder would require a lot of computational resources. Instead of the one model per bidder approach, it would be interesting to look into the creation of models for clusters of similar bidders. For example, one model shared by a cluster of business competitors. This way,
more data points would be available for the machine learning process and
interesting learning aspects could be revealed, which so far were not in the
focus of the study. It might also be possible to work towards a singular general model, capable to handle a classification for any bidding party.
Another point that should be mentioned is the issue of trust. A switch from
the conventional procurement discovery via simap.ch to an implementation of
this algorithm or an advanced version of it, would require bidders to blindly
trust the produced recommendations. The bidders would not have the possibility to reconstruct their received output. This might lead them to abandoning
the method in case they ever had reason to doubt the produced results. This
is a general and substantial problem for all recommendation systems, and it
has its own field of research, but it should nevertheless be mentioned as a
limitation of this method in general. A productive implementation would need
to address the issue by making the workings of the algorithm transparent. For
example, by releasing the implementation code as open source and including
detailed documentation of the procedure.
The last point addresses the work itself: due to constraints on time and resources, it is not possible to use all available data attributes for the model
creation. Most of the raw text properties had to be left out because they require a lot of pre-processing in order to use them. Besides the required effort,
they would have greatly increased the already large array of features. Nevertheless, it is possible that exactly those attributes could have substantially
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increased the prediction accuracy of the model. But it is also possible that
their contribution would have been marginal or irrelevant.

4.3 Contribution
As it was pointed out previously: the resulting machine learning models are
and will always be a work in progress. The existing model generation could
be enriched by better parameter turning, enhancement of the data preprocessing, the addition of new data attributes or by choosing a different machine learning approach altogether. Performance metrics could certainly be
enhanced before the final product would suffice as a definite replacement for
the existing filtering tools that are offered by simap.ch.
However, this solution can already contribute as a supplement to the current
system before it is fully ready for production. If the algorithm would be integrated into a service that subscribes to new procurement publications, it
could minimize the chance of missing out on new opportunities. Within such
a system the model could also be self-improved by integrating the user’s
feedback to the suggestions for data labeling purposes. This way, the sample
size could be increased for further use and the basis of training data enlarged.
By the start of the study the work effort and timely investment needed to replace the current mediation system with a new solution – even just the work
needed for pre-processing the attributes – have been underestimated. But
the nature of this design science approach is that one never knows exactly
what problems might occur next. The authors nevertheless arrived at a first
problem solution that lays the base for efficient project selection in the procurement process. Besides these practical aspects, the authors hope to inspire and encourage other researchers to use available procurement data in
order to develop new solutions. This would further improve the public procurement process for all stakeholders and benefit the all of Swiss procurement landscape.
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Appendix
1. Source code
The source code of the algorithm and all plots is available via GitHub repository of the Research Center for Digital Sustainability at the Institute of Computer Science at the University of Bern:
https://github.com/digital-sustainability/swiss-procurement-classifier

2. Decision Tree Insight

Exposition:
- feature name (X[0]): Attribute at position 0 (Here the CPV code) and
its test against the split value
- gini: splitting criteria
- samples: how many samples are remaining at the node
- value [a, b]: number of samples left for classes a and b
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